THE   EXPANSION   OF   ISLAM   IN   THE   MEDITERRANEAN
and from the West, made an attempt upon Naples, and destroyed
Misenum.1 Although the cities were perfectly willing to trade
with the Saracens, they had no intention of falling under their
yoke, nor of allowing them to obtain control over their home
waters. Their policy in this respect was precisely like that of the
Venetians. They distrusted everybody but themselves, and had
no intention of obeying anyone. But they were implacable rivals,
and had no hesitation in allying themselves with die Musulmans
in order to destroy one another. Thus, in 843, Naples helped the
Musulmans to wrest Messina from the Byzantine Empire to
which Naples itself belonged. But the subjection of these cities
to Byzantium was purely nominal. They took action only when
their prosperity was directly threatened. For this reason they did
not support the efforts of Lothair against the Musulmans in 846,
nor those of Louis II at a later date.2 Gay very truly says: "By an
invincible force, the maritime States, Gaeta, Naples, Amalfi, were
constantly led to ally themselves with the Saracens. . » . For them
the essential thing was to protect the coast and safeguard their
commercial interests. By negotiating with the Saracens they
obtained their share of the booty and continued to enrich them-
selves. The policy of Naples and Amalfi was above all the policy
of merchants who lived by pillage as much as by regular trade."3
This was why they did not help the Emperor to defend Sicily.
Their policy was that of the Dutch in Japan in the iyth century.
For that matter, with whom could they have traded if they had
neglected the Musulman coasts? The Orient was monopolized
by Venice.
To summarize the situation: The Christian Mediterranean was
divided into two basins, the East and the West, surrounded by
Islamic countries. These latter, the war of conquest having come
to an end by the close of the 9th century, constituted a world
apart, self-sufficing, and gravitating toward Baghdad. It was
toward this central point that the caravans of Asia made their
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